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EDITORIAL 

Perhaps no technology buzzword better summarizes 

the interaction of technological, economic, social, 

societal, and individual changes better than the 

rapid emergence of the “Internet of Things.” 

The numbers themselves impress: Analysts and 

market researchers agree that by the year 2020 

there will be at least 20 billion networked devices, 

perhaps more. It is no surprise that many companies 

are experiencing a mixture of euphoria and alarm. 

These contradictory feelings are to be expected and 

are characteristic of periods of far-reaching 

changes in the structural foundations of economic 

and social systems. 

Experiments are being done. The first projects are 

underway. Clearly, the relevance of the issue goes 

far beyond the “usual hype cycle.“ Although the 

issue has been dominating the headlines for some 

time, the respondents in our research are expecting 

a further, massive increase in relevance in the 

coming years.

Two observations stand out in particular: 

There is hardly an industry that considers the 

Internet of Things to be irrelevant. The issue 

extends far beyond the boundaries of conventional 

industrial sectors. The establishment of dedicated 

IoT teams and the generation of specific expertise in 

the IT and business organizations are lagging 

behind developments. Only eleven percent of the 

surveyed companies are doing this so far. It would 

seem there’s an urgent need to educate. 

There is already much research ongoing on the 

Internet of Things, and there is even more 

speculation. This study differs from many other 

publications in its clear focus: It devotes particular 

From “sensor” to  
“new business model”

Michael Beilfuß 
Publishing Director

attention to examining the role of the CIO and IT, 

which together with business management have 

thus far been the primary drivers of IoT initiatives 

in the companies surveyed. There is a need for 

technological expertise outside of companies as 

well: the most important criterion when selecting 

suitable implementation partners is their 

understanding of technology. 

And this expertise is well worth developing and 

demonstrating, as it is also becoming clear that the 

race in the totally connected world will require 

additional investment to even compete, much less win. 

We wish you a pleasant reading!

Your Michael Beilfuß 
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

1  
The future belongs to  
the Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) will become significantly more important  
in the next two to three years and especially in large companies.  

currently in two to three years

—  Currently, “only” 45 percent of companies rate the 

relevance of IoT as very high or high, while 30 

percent view it as rather low to very low.

—  The findings for the future look quite different.  

72 percent of companies expect IoT to become 

important to very important for them within the 

next three years. Only seven percent of companies 

rate the future importance of IoT as low to very low.

—  The relevance value rises with company size, with 

58 percent of companies with more than 1,000 

employees currently attaching large to very large 

significance to IoT; the figure for the coming years  

is 83 percent. In small companies with up to 99 

employees, the values are only 27 percent 

(currently) and 53 percent (in the next three years).

—  The high values for CIOs at 67 percent (IoT 

currently) and 87 percent (future) as well as the 

chemical and pharmaceutical industry at 74 and 87 

percent, respectively, are notable as well.

How do you rate the relevance of the Internet of Things  
currently and in the near future (two to three years)?

Numbers in percent, queried on a scale from “very low” to “very high”; Basis: n = 366

Very high

16,4

41,9

Somewhat high

25,5

20,7

Somewhat low

21,6

5,0

Low

6,0

1,4

Very low

2,2
0,8

28,2 30,2

High
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Percent

Enterprise IT 43.1

Production / manufacturing / design 35.2

Logistics 31.4

Collaboration with suppliers/supply chain 30.6

Customer service/customer loyalty 29.8

Quality assurance 28.2

Business organization 25.2

Research & development 23.0

Sales 21.4

Capacity utilization 19.2

Marketing 18.2

Purchasing 9.8

Other area, other process 4.1

34

ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF THE STUDY

IT has to catch up 
The greatest need for action to implement  

the Internet of Things exists in IT and production.

—  43 percent of companies believe that their own IT 

is not yet prepared for IoT. 

—  The discrepancy here between small and medium-

sized companies (38 percent) and large 

companies with more than 1,000 employees is 

interesting. 49 percent of the latter see a need for 

their corporate IT to catch up. IT and technology 

executives view this even more critically: the 

proportion for CIOs and CTOs is nearly 53 percent.

—  Slightly more than one-third of companies (35 

percent) see a need for action in the areas of 

production, manufacturing, and design. At 51 

percent, companies from the manufacturing 

sector are particularly likely to see this necessity.

—  Lower down are logistics (31 percent), supply 

chain (30 percent), customer service (30 percent), 

quality assurance (28 percent), and business 

organization (25).

In which areas/processes do you see the greatest need for action  
in your company with regard to the Internet of Things?

Multiple answers possible. Basis: n = 369
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ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF THE STUDY

38+62K

Production / manufacturing / design

Logistics

Enterprise IT

31+69+K30,8
Executive

43+57+K42,7
IT Manager/ 

IT Department Head

33+67+K32,8
Departments

39+61+K39,3
CIO  / CDO / CTO

Results breakdown by 
role in company

26+74+K25,9
< 100

36+64+K36,2
1.000 +

37+63+K37,2
100 – 999

Results breakdown by  
company size /  
number of employees

28+72+K27,7

Executive

42+58+K41,9

IT Manager/ 
IT Department Head

20+80+K20,3

Departments

26+74+K26,2

CIO  / CDO / CTO

Results breakdown by 
role in company

21+79+K20,7
< 100

36+64+K35,6
1.000 +

31+69+K31,1
100 – 999

Results breakdown by  
company size /  
number of employees

Results breakdown by 
role in company 40+60+K41,5

Executive
43+57+K42,7
IT Manager/ 

IT Department Head

40+60+K39,1
Departments

52+48+K52,5
CIO  / CDO / CTO 

Results breakdown by 
company size /  
number of employees

< 100

37,9 38+62K
100 – 999

37,8 49+51+K
1.000 +

49,0




